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PROJECT: Public hearing to accept comments on the adequacy of the circulated Draft
Environmental Impact Report (EIR19-0001) prepared for the Idaho-Maryland Mine Project
(proposed project).
PROJECT LOCATION: The proposed project’s surface components would be located within
Nevada County on approximately 175.64 acres, consisting of the Brunswick Industrial Site, the
Centennial Industrial Site, and a 0.30-acre portion of East Bennett Road for off-site improvements
associated with a potable water pipeline easement. The proposed project would also involve
underground mining within an approximately 2,585-acre mineral rights boundary owned by the
project applicant. The potable water pipeline easement would be located along East Bennett Road,
and would be contained within the existing right-of-way.
The Centennial and Brunswick Industrial Sites are located within unincorporated western Nevada
County and are owned by Rise Grass Valley. The 119-acre Brunswick Industrial Site is located
southwest of the intersection of East Bennett Road and Brunswick Road, and is accessible from
Brunswick Road or East Bennett Road. The 56.41-acre Centennial Industrial Site is located
southwest of the intersection of Idaho Maryland Road and Centennial Drive.
ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NUMBERS: 006-441-003, -004, -005, -034; 009-630-037, -039; 009550-032, -037, -038, -039, -040; and 009-560-036
PROJECT PLANNER: Matt Kelley, Senior Planner
______________________________________________________________________________
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Location Map
2. Project Site Map
RECOMMENDATION:
I.

Open the public hearing to allow comments on the adequacy of the Draft Environmental
Impact Report (Draft EIR).

II.

After closing the public hearing and public comment period, direct staff to respond in writing
to all comments generated through this public hearing and those generated through the close
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of the required review period. The close of the required public comment period will be on
Monday, April 4, 2022 at 5:00 PM.
______________________________________________________________________________
THE PROJECT:
The proposed project would reinitiate underground mining and gold mineralization processing for
the Idaho-Maryland Mine over an 80-year permit period with gold mineralization processing and
underground exploration and mining proposed to operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week during
full operations. Following completion of mining and processing activities, the project sites would
be reclaimed to open space and land suitable for future development of industrial uses. Generally,
the proposed project would include the following components:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Dewatering the existing underground mine workings;
Underground mining at a depth of 500 feet or more in areas underlying the mineral rights
properties;
Construction and operation of aboveground processing and water treatment facilities at the
Brunswick Industrial Site;
Engineered fill placement for potential future industrial pad development at the Centennial and
the Brunswick Industrial Sites;
Installation of a potable water pipeline for residential potable water supply; and
Reclamation of the project sites in accordance with a proposed Reclamation Plan.

The majority of the aboveground facilities, access to the underground mining, and a portion of the
engineered fill would be located on the Brunswick Industrial Site. The aboveground facilities
would be located within a 29-acre industrial area that would include but not be limited to, a
headframe building around the existing concrete silo used to hoist rock from the Brunswick shaft;
covered conveyor system used to transport a) barren rock to a truck hauling area within an adjacent
enclosed building, and b) gold concentrate to the processing plant; a processing plant to grind rock
and recover gold minerals through various processes; and other appurtenant structures such as
office and warehouse space. An above-ground water treatment plant would also be built at the
Brunswick Industrial Site to treat groundwater associated with initial and ongoing (“maintenance”)
dewatering of the underground mine workings. A new aboveground pipe would convey treated
water from the water treatment plant along an existing dirt road to the planned discharge point at
South Fork Wolf Creek. The pipe and discharge point are located entirely within the property
boundaries.
Engineered fill generated by the proposed mining activities would be placed on approximately 31
acres of the Brunswick Industrial Site to create a level pad of approximately 21 acres for potential
future industrial use. In total, up to approximately 60 acres of the 119-acre site could be subject to
surface disturbance and/or development for the aboveground facilities and fill placement. The
remaining 59 acres would remain undeveloped and would not be subject to surface disturbance or
infrastructure improvements.
Engineered fill would also be placed on the Centennial Industrial Site, provided that the separate
Department of Toxic Substance Control (DTSC) cleanup project has been approved and completed
on the Centennial Industrial Site. In that case, engineered fill would be transported by truck from
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the Brunswick Industrial Site and placed on approximately 44 acres of the Centennial Industrial
Site to create approximately 37 acres for potential future industrial use. The remaining
approximately 12 acres would remain as a private driveway for site access and open space. The
open space area would include Wolf Creek, a 100-foot setback for riparian area on Wolf Creek,
and an undisturbed area providing protection for identified special-status plant species.
After full placement of fill at the Centennial and Brunswick Industrial Sites to the pad design
elevations, the need for hauling of engineered fill would continue due to ongoing mining over the
Use Permit term of 80 years, and thus, hauling would shift entirely to local and regional markets
for sale as construction aggregate and fill. If the separate DTSC cleanup project is not approved
by DTSC and completed within the term of the Idaho Maryland Mine Project use permit,
engineered fill would be placed on the Brunswick site, but not the Centennial site, and the
remainder would be hauled to local and regional markets.
A buried potable water pipeline would be constructed as part of the proposed project to provide
water to residences along a portion of East Bennett Road. The pipeline would extend an existing
Nevada Irrigation District (NID) potable water pipeline along an approximately 1.25-mile segment
of East Bennett Road to provide potable water service to up to 30 residential properties currently
on wells that may be affected by the project’s dewatering of the mine. NID would be the water
supplier for the potable water service. Pursuant to State law requirements (Section 10912 of the
California Water Code, as established by Senate Bill 610), a water supply assessment (WSA) was
prepared for the proposed project to evaluate the adequacy of NID’s total projected water supplies,
including existing water supplies and future planned water supplies, to meet the existing and
projected future water demands, including those future water demands associated with the
proposed project, under all hydrologic conditions (Normal Years, Single Dry Years, and Multiple
Dry Years). Senate Bill 610 requires the governing body of the water supply agency (in this case,
NID) to be adopt the WSA. On February 9, 2022, the NID Board of Directors adopted the WSA,
finding that, based on NID’s approved Urban Water Management Plan; there is sufficient water
supply to meet the demands of the proposed project as required by Water Code requirements.
Implementation of the proposed project would require the following discretionary actions by the
County:


Rezone application to rezone the parcels located at the Brunswick Industrial Site from M1SP to Light Industrial with Mineral Extraction Combining District (M1-ME) to allow for
surface mining facilities related to the underground mining operations, pursuant to the Nevada
County LUDC, Section L-II 2.7.3;



Use Permit for uses and facilities over the 80-year permit life consistent with the project as
described in this Chapter, including:
o

Operation of pumps and a water treatment facility to dewater the underground mine
workings;

o

Construction of a water pipeline to transport treated water to an outfall located in South
Fork of Wolf Creek;
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o

Construction of the necessary aboveground facilities at the Brunswick Industrial Site (to
include but not limited to, headframes and hoists, surface structures, a mineral processing
plant) to support underground mining and mineral processing;

o

Underground mining, including drilling, blasting, and gold mineralization removal;

o

Gold mineralization and rock processing at the Brunswick Industrial Site off-site transport
of gold concentrate;

o

Transport of engineered fill from the Brunswick Industrial Site and placement at the
Centennial Industrial Site;

o

Transport of engineered fill from the Brunswick Industrial Site to off-site construction
project;

o

Placement of engineered fill at the Brunswick Industrial Site; and,

o

Construction of a potable water pipeline to supply residences along a portion of East
Bennet Road.



Reclamation Plan and Financial Assurance Cost Estimate to reclaim project related surface
disturbance to a condition suitable for industrial uses as allowed by Nevada County LUDC,
Section L-II 2.5 – Industrial Uses, Table L-II 2.5 D – Light Industrial;



Variance to the Building Height Limits to allow for the construction of several structures up
to a height of 165 feet, where 45 feet is required, pursuant to the Light Industrial Zoning
District (Nevada County LUDC, Section L-II 2.5 – Industrial Uses, Table L-II 2.5.E);



Management Plans in order to accomplish the following:
o

Allow for activities within the required 100-foot setback from the Riparian Area of a
Perennial Watercourse, pursuant to the Nevada County LUDC, Section L-II 4.3.17, at the
Brunswick and Centennial Industrial Sites;

o

Minimize the direct impact to special-status plant species, pursuant to the Nevada County
LUDC, Section L-II 4.3.12, at the Centennial Industrial Site;

o

Allow development within locations of areas of steep slopes that are in excess of 30 percent
and high erosion potential at both the Brunswick and Centennial Industrial Sites, pursuant
to the Nevada County LUDC, Section L-II 4.3.13;

o

Allow for development within a building setback fault zone at the Brunswick Industrial
Site, pursuant to the Nevada County LUDC, Section L-II 4.3.8; and,

o

Allows limited grading within the County’s 100-foot buffer from the Wolf Creek 100-year
floodplain boundary, subject to mitigations and conditions that must be complied with to
ensure that the operations at the Centennial Industrial Site would not result in adverse
effects to the 100-year floodplain associated with Wolf Creek.
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Amendment to the Final Map for Bet Acres recorded in February 1987 in Book 7 of
Subdivision Maps at Page 75 to remove the “200’ Building Setback From Fault”, as shown on
Sheet 4 of Final Map #85-7. The amended Final Map is shown in Figure 3-20 of the Draft EIR.
The geotechnical support for removing this setback is provided in Chapter 4.6, Geology, Soils,
and Mineral Resources.



Boundary Line Adjustment to transfer approximately 46.27 acres for three separate parcels
(APN: 009-630-039, 006-441-034, 006-441-003) to reconfigure the property lines to resolve
an issue of the proposed buildings crossing property lines at the Brunswick Industrial Site (see
Figure 3-21 of the Draft EIR).

BACKGROUND:
The project sites contain the historic Idaho-Maryland Mine underground gold mine. The mine
produced 2,414,000 ounces of gold between 1866 and 1956 and has been inactive since closure in
1956. The mine was inactive for several periods during the 1866-1956 production period. The
entire mine was allowed to flood with water in 1901 and was subsequently dewatered in 1904. The
mine was again allowed to flood with water in 1904 and was subsequently dewatered in 1919.
After its final closure in 1956, the mine was allowed to flood again.
In 1941, the Idaho-Maryland Mine employed approximately 1,000 workers and was California’s
largest lode gold mine and the second-largest lode gold mine in the U.S., based on annual
production. The Idaho-Maryland Mine encompasses an extensive system of approximately 73
miles of underground tunnels, many raises, four inclined shafts, and two vertical shafts. The
historic mining operation had extensive surface infrastructure adjacent to the Centennial Industrial
Site and at the Brunswick Industrial Site, most of which has been dismantled and removed.
As terminology can be confusing, it is important to note that after approximately 1926, “IdahoMaryland Mine” referred to the entire consolidation of mines. However, as used in the Draft EIR,
“Idaho-Maryland Mine”, when referring to the proposed project and dewatering of the mine, refers
to the consolidated and interconnected Eureka, Idaho, and Maryland Mines, as well as the
Brunswick Mine. The Idaho-Maryland Mine has three distinct sections (Idaho #1, Idaho #3, and
Brunswick Mines), which are connected by underground workings. The Union Hill Mine is a
smaller mine that was closed in 1918 and has been flooded with groundwater since then. The
Union Hill Mine is not connected to the Idaho-Maryland Mine, but is near the Brunswick portion
of the Idaho-Maryland Mine. The gold-quartz veins of the Union Hill Mine are believed to be part
of the Brunswick vein system. Rise, which purchased the Idaho-Maryland Mine in 2017, is
proposing to dewater the Idaho-Maryland Mine, but not the Union Hill Mine.
In 1993, the Emgold Mining Corporation (formerly known as Emperor Gold Corp.) purchased the
Idaho-Maryland Mine property. In 1995, in an effort to reopen the Idaho-Maryland Mine, Emgold
Mining Corporation acquired a Use Permit from Nevada County to dewater the mine. This permit
was allowed to expire, and work was not completed on the dewatering project. In 2005, Emgold
submitted an application to the City of Grass Valley to annex to the City and dewater the IdahoMaryland Mine and restart mining and processing operations.
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Between 2005 and 2011, the City of Grass Valley initiated environmental review of the application
consistent with CEQA. Emgold subsequently withdrew the annexation and Use Permit application.
A sawmill previously operated on the Brunswick Industrial Site into the early 2000s. All buildings
related to the sawmill have been removed A clay-lined pond, constructed for the sawmill circa
1988, and significant paved areas, remain from the sawmill operation.
The Centennial Industrial Site was historically used by the Idaho-Maryland Mine to deposit mine
tailings and waste rock. Such mine tailings were never compacted. Some of the materials used to
build the tailings berm and small quantities of mineralized rock contain elevated metals. As a
result, under existing conditions, the majority of the Centennial Industrial Site cannot be developed
because of unstable soils and/or contamination. The project applicant has entered into a Voluntary
Cleanup Agreement with the DTSC for the voluntary cleanup of soil contamination on Centennial
Industrial Site. A Remedial Action Plan (RAP) has been prepared and is under review by DTSC.
Under the plan, the project applicant would excavate soils within the former eastern and western
tailing ponds and consolidate contaminated materials on-site, as well as stabilize contaminated
materials within a small hot spot area by cement treatment prior to on-site consolidation. The 5.6acre consolidation area would be located along the eastern boundary of the Centennial Industrial
Site and capped with four feet of clean engineered soil, with the end result being an engineered fill
pad. The environmental cleanup work at the Centennial Industrial Site will be completed under
the DTSC voluntary cleanup program and is not a component of the proposed project. As such,
the baseline condition for the Centennial Industrial Site has been defined for analysis of certain
resource subjects in the Draft EIR to reflect the post-remediation conditions of the Centennial
Industrial Site.
STAFF COMMENT:
The purpose of this public hearing agenda item is to provide an opportunity for both the public and
the Planning Commission to comment on the Draft EIR prepared by Raney Planning &
Management, Inc. (Raney), the firm retained by the County to undertake the preparation of the
environmental document on behalf of the County for the project. Raney assembled a team of
technical experts to conduct technical studies in support of the EIR, and in several cases, to perform
third-party independent technical peer reviews of studies prepared by the applicant’s team of
consultants.
The purpose of the Draft EIR is to review all the potential physical environmental impacts
associated with the project. To identify the scope of potential impacts to be evaluated, a Notice of
Preparation (NOP) with a 30-day circulation period (July 17, 2020 to August 17, 2020) was made
available to the public, various state and local agencies. A public scoping meeting was held on
July 27, 2020 to inform the public of the project and receive comments on the scope of topics that
should be evaluated prior to preparation of the Draft EIR.
The Draft EIR prepared for the proposed project identified potentially significant impacts related
to the following environmental issue areas: Aesthetics; Air Quality, Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
and Energy; Biological Resources; Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources; Geology, Soils, and
Mineral Resources; Hazards and Hazardous Materials; Hydrology and Water Quality; Noise and
Vibration; Transportation; and Wildfire.
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The environmental issue areas in which the Draft EIR identified feasible mitigation measures to
reduce potentially significant impacts to a less-than-significant level included the following: Air
Quality, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, and Energy; Biological Resources; Cultural and Tribal
Cultural Resources; Geology and Soils; Hazards and Hazardous Materials; Hydrology and Water
Quality; Noise (off-site haul truck traffic noise; operational noise and vibration); Transportation
(hazards related to construction traffic); and Wildfire.
The Draft EIR determined that the proposed project would result in significant and unavoidable
impacts, even with incorporation of feasible mitigation, to Aesthetics; Noise (temporary
construction noise along East Bennett Road); and Transportation (e.g., intersections). Specifically,
the following impacts in the aforementioned issue areas would be considered significant and
unavoidable:


Aesthetics 4.1-2; The proposed structures and engineered fill pads are substantial in height
and vegetation screening would not be sufficient to prevent a substantial degradation in visual
character or quality of the sites and their surroundings when viewed from public locations.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.1-2 would reduce the significant impact by
requiring more dense plantings along the project frontages to screen project structures to the
maximum extent feasible. However, given the proposed heights of the structures and the
permanent alteration of the views, the impact would remain significant and unavoidable.



Aesthetics 4.1-4; Cumulative buildout in the geographic area would result in a change in the
visual character of the region, which would be considered a significant cumulative impact.
As discussed under Impact 4.1-2 above, the proposed project would substantially degrade
the character of the Centennial and Brunswick Industrial Sites, though they are zoned for
industrial development and there are surrounding industrial land uses in the vicinity of the
project sites. Therefore, the project’s incremental contribution to the significant cumulative
impact would be cumulatively considerable and significant and unavoidable.



Noise and Vibration 4.10-1; Construction activities could result in substantial temporary
increases in daytime noise exposure at eight receptors in the project vicinity, when compared
to the baseline ambient noise levels at these locations. The substantial increase in noise levels
at such locations would be due to installation of the potable water pipeline along East Bennett
Road. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.10-1 would reduce the temporary
construction-related noise impact associated with installation of the potable water pipeline.
However, because the noise reductions that would be achieved by the measures cannot be
definitively determined to confirm that noise levels would be reduced to below a level of
significance, the impact is considered significant and unavoidable for the purposes of this
CEQA evaluation.



Transportation 4.12-1; The proposed project would increase traffic through three
intersections already identified as operating unacceptably under existing and near-term
conditions. The Draft EIR requires implementation of Mitigation Measures 4.12-1(a-c),
which would reduce the project’s significant effect to the Brunswick Road/Idaho Maryland
Road intersection and the Idaho Maryland/Centennial Drive intersection; however, the
project’s impact to the SR 174/Brunswick Road intersection would remain significant and
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unavoidable. The reason for this is that while Mitigation Measure 4.12-1(b) requires the
applicant to enter into a traffic mitigation agreement with the County and provide the
project’s fair share toward needed improvements, the remaining funds for the intersection
improvements are unknown, in terms of timing and contributing parties.


Transportation 4.12-8; In the cumulative scenario, the project’s incremental traffic would
increase traffic volumes through two intersections already identified as operating
unacceptably under the Cumulative No Project condition. The Draft EIR requires
implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.12-8(b) which would reduce the project’s
incremental impact to the Sutton Way/Dorsey Drive intersection to a less-than-significant
level. The project’s incremental impact to the SR 174/Brunswick Road intersection would
remain significant and unavoidable after mitigation, for the reasons described under Impact
4.12-1.



Transportation 4.12-10; In the cumulative scenario, the proposed project would result in
longer queue lengths at the Brunswick Road/Sutton Way intersection (northbound left only)
in excess of the 25-foot increase threshold during the 3:30-4:30 PM hour. The EIR requires
implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.12-10 to re-time the intersection and improve
operations and shorten the queue length. However, this mitigation measure requires
approval from the City of Grass Valley, which cannot be guaranteed. Thus, the EIR
conservatively concludes that the impact would remain significant and unavoidable.

The County initiated a 60-day public review period for the Draft EIR on Tuesday, January 4, 2022,
with a closing date of Friday, March 4, 2022, at 5:00 PM. All noticing and posting requirements
for a Draft EIR, set forth in CEQA Guidelines Section 15087, were met and exceeded by the
County, including publishing a Notice of Availability (NOA) of the Draft EIR in the Nevada Union
Newspaper, posting the NOA at the County Clerk’s Office, mailing the NOA to all those who
commented on the NOP, and submitting the Draft EIR to the State Clearinghouse. Pursuant to
CEQA Guidelines Section 15105, the public review period for a Draft EIR shall not be less than
45 days when submitted to the State Clearinghouse for review by state agencies, and no longer
than 60 days except under unusual circumstances. As previously indicated, the County, as lead
agency, initially released the Draft EIR for 60 days. Subsequently, in response to public comments,
and consideration of unusual circumstances, such as power outages due to winter storms, the
County voluntarily extended the public comment period for the Draft EIR to April 4, for a total of
91 days. On February 7, 2022, a revised NOA was released to the public, using the same means of
notification. The EIR comment period opened on Tuesday, January 4, 2022 and will close on
Monday, April 4, 2022, at 5:00 PM.
After the Planning Commission and public have had a chance to provide their comments on the
Draft EIR, it is recommended that the Planning Commission direct staff to respond in writing to
the verbal comments offered at this hearing, as well as those written comments submitted to the
Planning Department during the public review period. The County will provide written responses
to all public comments related to the Draft EIR in the form of a separately bound Final EIR.
Subsequently, at a date yet to be determined, the Planning Department will release the Final EIR
for a public review period as required by California State Law. After the close of the public review
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period, the Planning Department will schedule the proposed project to be heard at a duly noticed
public hearing(s) before the Planning Commission to consider the following actions:
1. Determine whether the Final EIR has been adequately prepared and if adequate responses have
been made to both verbal and written comments and make a recommendation to the Board of
Supervisors as to whether to certify the Final EIR;
2. Consider a make a recommendation to the Board of Supervisors as to whether to approve the
Rezone Application for the Idaho-Maryland Mine Project; and,
3. Consider and make a recommendation to the Board of Supervisors as to whether to approve
the entitlements including the Reclamation Plan and Financial Assurance Cost Estimate for the
proposed project.
Copies of the EIR and other project materials are available at the following locations:


On-line by visiting the Planning Department webpage dedicated to this project at:
https://www.mynevadacounty.com/3195/Idaho-Maryland-Mine---Rise-Grass-Valley; and



At the Nevada County Planning Department during normal business hours: 950 Maidu
Avenue, Suite 170, Nevada City, CA 95959

As a courtesy for public review, a printed copy of the Draft EIR with available Technical
Appendices in electronic format may be available for public review at the following library
locations, during normal business hours and by appointment only. Please contact the individual
library below for information on appointment availability.


Madelyn Helling Library, 980 Helling Way, Nevada City, CA 95959 – (530) 265-7078



Grass Valley Library, Royce Branch, 207 Mill Street, Grass Valley, CA 95945 – (530) 4702692



Penn Valley Library, 11252 Pleasant Valley Road, Penn Valley, CA 95946 – (530) 388-8830



Truckee Library, 10031 Levon Avenue, Truckee, CA 96161 – (530) 582-7819

SUMMARY:
As proposed, the project would reinitiate underground mining and gold mineralization processing
for the Idaho-Maryland Mine over an 80-year permit period with gold mineralization processing
and underground exploration and mining proposed to operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, during
full operations. Following completion of mining and processing activities, the project sites would
be reclaimed to open space and land suitable for future development of industrial uses. Generally,
the proposed project would include the following components:
1
2

Dewatering the existing underground mine workings;
Underground mining at a depth of 500 feet or more in areas underlying the mineral rights
properties;
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Figure 3-2
Project Location Map - Overview

Potable Water Pipeline
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Figure 3-3
Project Location Map – Brunswick Industrial Site
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Figure 3-4
Project Location Map – Centennial Industrial Site
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Figure 3-7
Grading Plan – Brunswick Industrial Site
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Figure 3-8
Site Plan – Brunswick Industrial Site

(2 x 12,000 gallon)
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Figure 3-9
Site Plan – Centennial Industrial Site
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